
Maine Cabin Tours

January 25-28, 2021
February 8-11, 2021

March 1-4, 2021

Embrace a new adventure into the snow 
covered woodlands of Maine this season 
with an exclusive snowmobile tour designed 
for 2021. 

Settled on Millinocket Lake in the heart of 
Millinocket, Maine, the premium wood 
cabins at the New England Outdoor 
Center will be the private destination for a 
five nights stay in this beautiful backcountry. 
Embarking on new trails each day, this tour is 
a fantastic opportunity to explore the Maine 
region and its trail system, each night 
returning to the cabin for a home-cooked 
meal and relaxation by the fire. 

Without the duty of over-the-trail packing, 
your only responsibility is to be prepared for 
four exciting days of riding in the great 
outdoors. After arriving to the warm glow of 
the cabin, experience and enjoy the good 
food and new memories that make our trips 
first-rate. 

INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

Complete trip preparation
600 +/- miles over four days
Five nights of lodging
Five dinners
Five breakfasts
Experienced Guide
Satellite communication
Taxes and tips for meals

Alcohol and soft drinks
Personal Expenses
Lunch
Gasoline for snowmobile
Trail permit



ARRIVE: Millinocket, Maine

THE TRAILS: Unique Circuits

THE DESTINATION: Cabin Lodging

DINNER: At Your Doorstep

Arrive at New England Outdoor Center in Millinocket, 
Maine and savor the beautiful views of Millinocket Lake. 
Get settled into your cabin, unpack, and address any last 
minute concerns. Meet and greet followed by dinner as a 
group in one of the cabins. 
Address: New England Outdoor Center, 30 Twin Pines 
Road, Millinocket, Maine 04462

To keep the riding engaging and interesting, we have 
selected a handful of routes and circuits that will traverse 
various regions of Maine for a fresh foot forward each 
day. We will cover unique scenery and changing trail 
types, from flat wide open runs to tight weaves through 
the trees and mountains. New terrains and new 
adventures await!

Rustic wood cabins offer the perfect cheerful getaway 
after a great day of snowmobiling. These secluded 
lodges make for a quiet retreat where one can warm 
up by the fire and enjoy good company. Each cabin has 
three bedrooms and is equipped with a cozy living space, 
a full kitchen, and grand windows that overlook the snow 
covered landscape. Rest and relax while dinner is 
prepared. 

These inclusive accommodations allow for a celebration 
of home cooked food and delicious drinks right at your 
feet - the chef comes to you! For two nights the chef of 
New England Outdoor Center will be preparing a 
fantastic dinner for our group right in one of our cabins 
- no better way to end a day of sledding. For the other 
three evenings, our very own Gary Pruitt will be your 
chef, and yes, he can actually cook (not a paid 
advertisement). These family style meals and cabin 
lodging epitomize the spirit and camaraderie of 
Bonvoyage Snow Adventures, so don’t miss out this 
season. 



TRAIL MAP OF ROUTE



PACKAGES

PACKAGE ONLY
customer brings sled $1395 USD

TBD
PACKAGE WITH SLED
sled rental included

Upgraded sled                N/A
(95 - 125 h.p.)

Helmet with electric visor     $15 USD/per day

Dog Sledding            Upon request

AirMedic Coverage              Upon request

*Prices and itinerary are subject to change
*Prices per person

Additional Upgrades


